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PREFACE

This guide is actually the product of the work and know-how of an

undergraduate and graduate "computer" generation. The young men whose

names appear on the title sheet are the authors of this guide. Burnett,

the director and principal investigator was first student to their work

and then editor of the volume.

The idea for developing some means of adapting the computer to assist

ethnographers emerged during conversations between Burnett and Slotnick

in 1968. Slotnick assembled the basic package, with the assistance of a

colleague, Rodney Bussel.

An early edition of the guide was developed duiing 1968-69. This

edition was used by Good, a graduate student in Educational Administration,

and Hunt, an undergraduate in Engineering, who took over responsibility

for handling the programs and their modifications as well as testing

procedures for compilation and processing on data coming in from the field

as we carried on the study of Puerto Ricans in Chicago. This involved

continuing revision of the manual. During this period another undergraduate

in Engineering replaced Hunt. By the end of the fieldwork phase of our

Chicago study, the guide had been expanded and modified, all programs had

been tested on our field data, and certain programs had been modified.

During the latter part of 1971, Coulthurst changed and modified certain

of the accessing procedure. considerably reducing the knowledge of job

control language needed to use the package for entering, manipulating, and

processing data.
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We continue to experiment with and develop the programs. In the

future we hope to develop and add the EDIT program so that it can be

used in copy editing data, in performing content analyses, and other

analytic operations.

We gratefully acknowledge the financial assistance of the Social

Rehabilitation Service, HEW, The Bureau of Educational Research and the

College of Education of the University of Illinois. We would like to

acknowledge with special thanks to the Measurement and Research

Division of the Office of Instructional Resources for the loan of computer

time and the willingness to give expert counsel, particularly to Richard

F. Spencer, Director now deceased.

Those readers who are interested in obtaining copies of the source

programs and object deck for BEDRES should contact Jacquetta H. Burnett,

Bureau of Educational Research, University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Purpose of Computer Assisted Processing of Ethnographic Data and the
Guide.

The main purpose in developing the BEDRES "package" of computer programs

described in this guide is to enlist the automated, clerical facilities

of the computer to perform indices, concordances and limited analyses

of data recorded in natural language (in our case in both English and

Spanish). Part of our time has been spent in developing efficient, work-

able procedures for preparing the data to be "loaded" onto the computer.

In addition, many months were spent, not only in creating (both through

borrowing and inventing) programs that would file and sort data but in

working the "bugs" out of the initial programs so that the final programs

worked precisely and reliably. This phase of the computer use-developmert

took an unanticipated two years. During the final phase we have reduced

to a minimum the knowledge of job control language needed by a user of the

system.

We have accomplished the first objective in the,plan for computer

assisted processing of ethnographic data (CAPED): A researcher alone,

with perhaps a part-time data processing clerk, the BEDRES Program deck, this

manual, and a few hours with a programmer each week, can learn to continue

to rework the data in the direction of recoding, standardizing, and

systematizing it on theoretically significant r,rounds.

Most important, the initial compilation by the computer retains the

open-ended, "serendipituous" character of the ethnographic field data,

in which observations first are coded, so to speak, in a natural lanFuage



system, for example, English or Spanish. This feature of our CAPED design,

seemed particularly special because most of the use of computers in anthro-

pology has involved "automatic" classification, or pre-codification, prior

to its being loaded on the computer.* We have moved computer loading back

a step, and have provided a means of entering data 'coded" in natural lan-

guage as it has traditionally been done in ethnographic field notes the

second and third levels of abstraction, through recoding, are done not in

the field, but by the researcher on the computer with the clerical aid of

the computer. In other words, the same ethnographic data can be reworked

numerous times according to several different possible theoretical schema,

without high additional investment of man-hours of work, after initial proc-

essing and loading onto the computer.

In the simplest terms and at this stage it has been our purpose

to enlist the computer's automated help in the enormous clerical job of

processing anthropological field data. Some commentators frankly, are

impatient with, even contemptuous of, the mere clerical use of computers,

In filing and sorting. They press on with the desire to use this sophisti-

cated equipment to assist in systematization of theoretical significance.

While cne can appreciate the concern to link formulations familiar to

anthropologists with formulations involved in sophisticated computer proc-

essing so as to facilitate significant data reduction, automated clerical

help in processing ethnographic type data can be of enormous value to the

employment of that data in systematizing anthropological inquiry.

After my own experience with processing ethnographic data in two dif-

ferent field studies, I became increasingly doubtful that natural history

accounts of human behavior, which is what ethnographies are, could survive

*See Dell Hymns, ed., The Use of Computers in Anthropology, Mouton & Co., 1965.
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as a research procedure in a high labor-cost economy. Ethnography could

become obsolete simply becaLse s6 many man hours are iavolved in filing

and sorting this type of data. Moreover, often there is a very low ratio

of the amount of information retrieved (not necessarily the significance

of the information ) to each man-hour of work on ethnographic field data.

Perhaps this set of programs will help carry ethnography into the era of

automation.

1.2 Contents of Guide

Compilation of the data, filing, and sorting, involve proprars

that index and perform concordances of the data. In the BEDRES program

package, these "accounting services" are performed by IFDEX and CONCORD.

Indices are defined in this package as alphabetized listings of all the

different words appearing in the data and the indication of the sentence

numbers and files in which they appear. The concordance program utilizes

the indices to list and print-out, on command, those sentences in the

data which contain specific words or constellations of words, as well as

a certain number of sentences preceding and follauinp the target sentence.

To obtain an index however, BEDRES employs two programs: LISTER,

which produces a list of all the words in a text: INDEX, which then,

locates each word (rr phrase) by the number of the numbered sentences(s)

in the text where it occurs. CO\CORD can then be used to "retrieve" and

print-out the sentence context, or paragraph, in which a word or phrase

appears. This procedure aides retrieval of meaningful, or context defined,

information.

For example, if we wish to obtain certain information about a given

individual, we can use LISTER, INDEX, and CONCORD in concert to locate that
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information. LISTER and INDEX give one all the locations of mentions of

a certain person. CONCORD, then narrows down the search by giving a bit of

each context in which thegerson's name appears. Pith these hints one can

narrow the search by setting up a priority list of the remaining most

likelylocatimanclf the information wanted. Then through ordering a print-

out of the full file, for each of the most likely locations, in order of

priority, the researcher can locate the correct context.

EDIT is initialivused to load data on to the computer from cards.

EDIT acts as a filing system for data as well, since it requires that all

data be labeled by date and type of source (fieldnotes or interview). Each

set of data is also assigned unique codewords so that any operations per-

formed on a dataset will not affect other data on the computer.

EDIT is a utility routine that is of major significance to the further

analysis of ethnographic data once it is copied onto the computer, and

indices and concordances have been done. We intended to use EDIT to help

us with copy editing the text of the fieldnotes that was on the computer

disk. EDIT, as now written, is too cumbersone for this use. EDIT, however,

is used to separate portions of data from other portions this, allows the

research to retrieve selected information pertaining to one person, one

event, or one category. Host importantly, because EDIT can change indi-

vidual words, phrasei, and senterc?.1 in a file, it can be used to recode,

or to standardize, descript-Ive accounts of items or events which concep-

tually are classed as the same. This is an important analytic step beyond

mere filing, sorting, and locating.

Finally, EDIT is used to concatenate files, such that several small

files can be put together in one large file. It is used to reorder

10
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datasets into different relationships to one another. We use EDIT

to put all our datasets into chronological order. Thus, EDIT is the

star program in moving CAPED beyond the compilation stage.

The following chapters describe not only the programs of BEDRES, but

also in Chapter 2, the procedures for getting the data from the field onto

the computer in such a form that the researcher and computer can carry on

from there, with a minimum of clerk man-hour assistance. (Indeed, remember

the computer is also a typist of its stored texts.) Chapter 3 introduces

the reader to the BEDRES Program package. It gives an account of the require-

ments for using the prograM on a computer installation and introduces

important conventions which explain the reasons for many of the rules dis-

cussed in a subsequent chapter under keypunching and copy editing. Chapter

4 discusses input and output routines, and presents in some detail how one

prepares jobs for BEDRES. Chapters 5 and 6 discuss "Load EDIT" and EDIT.

LISTER, INDEX, AND CONCORD are discussed in Chapters 7, 8, and 9. Appendix

A describes the procedure for transferring the data to tape for long, term

storage and/or as a duplicate copy. Appendixes B and C describe sample uses

of BEDRES. A Glossary of BEDRES terms appears at the end of the guide.

The initial sections of the guide from the "Introduction" through

"Input/Output Routines and Job Preparation" will give the reader a picture

of CAPED as we developed it for this project. The other sections are

probably more easily read and understood as the individual user adapts

the package to his own use and computer installation.

11
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2. PROCESSING FIELDDOTES FOR COMPUTER ENTRY

2.1 Outline of Procedures

Developing efficient, workable procedures for processing ethnographic

data so that it can be "loaded" on the computer was a major job in the

development of our CAPED. Preparation procedures were contingent not only

on the set of programs used to compile and organize data, but also on the

type of user services available from our computer installation. For

example, during the first year of the project, our installation offered

a remote terminal and disk sharing service which we tried to adapt to our

use. As matters developed, it became more efficient to punch and copy

edit cards for loading onto the computer.

Creation and development of programs for a "package" involved hours

of trial, debugging, retrial, and re-debugging. The trials involved

"experiments" with samples of data. But we did not use samples of our

field data, until the program, or programs in combination, had worked

well on more standard types of data. The design for the final stages of

Processing for computer loading had to wait until we were sure the package

would work, at least, through the compilation stages. In the meantime,

as fieldwork produced data, we used a traditional man-hour system of filing

and cross-filing in file cabinets. As the CAPED system became more effi-

cient, more and more of these traditional, hand-operations were dropped,

and we began to transcribe tapes End handwritten notes directly on to the

cards by keypunching (i.e., we dropped out section 2.3.2).

The procedures described in this chapter include the "hand" operations,

as well as the computer dependent operations. We have starred those steps

12
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that could be dropped out once the programs were reliable and indices and

concordances were being printed out by the computer.

In the first section of this chapter we outline and diagram the

processing procedures- the rest of the chapter spells out these steps in

detail. As a whole, the chapter covers all those steps followed after

the fieldnotes ale collected and labeled up to the point at which the

BEDRES program takes over.

A flow chart for processing fieldnotes might be outlined as follows:

Phase I. Labeling fieldnotes received from the field.

Phase II. Duplicating for cross-filing.

a. Principal sample file
b. Author file
c. Date file (see Phase IV)

Phase III. Check off scheduled interviews completed.

Phase IV. Processing of date-file copy for computer storage.

a. Editing original text
b. Keypunching
c. Listing
d. Editing printout
e. Correcting cards
f. EDIT cards onto disk

Phase V. BEDRES Program processing of fieldnote data sets.

a. LISTER
b. INDEX
c. Concatenation
d. CONCORD

These steps are diagrammed in Figure 1, pp. 8-12

2.2 Codink Computer Files to Hold Fieldnotes

2.2.1. File all fieldnotes by "name" so they can be entered

on the volume table of contents. The names of the

13



Figure 1.

Phase I

8

Flow chart for processing fieldnotes.

(. START

Materials received from
workers in Chicago.

Label fieldnotes by
author, date, and type
code (i.e., J806109A).

Transcribe taped notes onto
8 1/2 x 11 paper, making
4 copies.

Xerox 3 copies of original
notes.

CrossFile Copies

a. 1 copy to principal sample folder
b. 1 copy to author file
c. 1 copy returned to author (fieldworker)
d. 1 copy (date copy) for keypunching



Fiure 1, Cout'd.

I

Phase III

Up-date office record of
interviews completed.

Phase IV

Proofread fieldnotes

a. Indicate Part and Section No. of Interview
b. Correct typographical errors
c. Put in question numbers
d. Indicate semantic units
e. Observe conventions of hand editing

Keypunch, proofread fieldnotes
;

9

See: Instructions
for hand
editing
punched
cards.

See: Instructions
for keypunching

IList punched cards on an 360/20

Edit and correct punched cards
1

15



Figure. 1, Cont d

1

Phase IV, Coned.

Load the corrected fieldnotes on the disk
pack.

a. Use EDIT for loading
b. Use LISTER for printing
c. Use INDEX for referencing the file names

Up-date data-set records.

a. Arrange file name cards in same order as

on print-out
b. Indicate location of fieldnotes within

data-set by sentence number

1

Concatenate fieldnotes in desired order (e.g.,

by date).

a. Use EDIT for building date files
b. Arrange records with LRECL=72

16

10



Figure 1, Coat'd

1 3 ;

I

'11

LISTER and INDEX, the date-ordered files.

,17

i Copy the data-set on the disk onto the tape
Ifor a back-up copy.

Further analysis of data using EDIT and
CONCORD to partition data-sets and examine
content.

17

11



Figure /..Coned.

12

File proofread original of fieldnotes in
the data file.

V
( STOP

18
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files used to put field notes and interviews on the

computer must:

a. Begin with an alphabetic character (A-Z) and
b. Be no longer than eight characters.

2.2.2. The name of a file will reflect:

a. The interviewer's initials, first and last name only,
b. The date of the transaction, and
c. The type of data that is to be input.

2.2.3. Using a set of eight characters to name each file, characters

1 and 2 should consist of the intials of the first and last

name of the staff person who has written the data set.

Characters 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, represent the transaction;

i.e., characters 3 and 4 are the month of the interview

varying from January (01) to December (12), i.e., characters

5 and 6 are the day of the interview (01-31); and the 7th

character is the numeric character of the year (0-9), but for

the purpose of our research project 1969 is represented as

9, and 1970 is 0.

Character 8 (or the last character) is an alphabetic

code indicating the type of data being treated:

Fieldnotes (A-L): These include narrative accounts

by fieldworkers of descriptions of events, extempora-

neous interviews, or the account of the course of

their day.

Interview transcripts (M-2): Are the accounts of

the scheduled interviews with the principle sample

youths and their social networks.

19
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2.2.4. Each file can take up 999 lines or less on the computer.

Therefore, if a set of data will run more than 999 lines

you should start another file with the same basic name

and change only the last character of the name to the next

alphabetic character.

2.2.5. An example of a file name for fieldnotes is:

J810208A

This file contains data from Jacquetta Burnett (JB) that

was written in October (10) on the 20th day (20) in the

year 1968 (8). The file contains written material of the

fieldnotes type (A). If this file gets filled (i.e., runs

to 999 lines) before the end of the fieldnotes, another

file should be opened that is named:

.111102088

Where D at the end indicates the second file for Ummettla

fieldnotes on the 20th of October 1968.

2.2.6. An example of a file name for interview data is:

SW0205911

This file contains data from Sally Wolfe's (SW) work in

February (02) on the 5th day (05) of that month during the

year 1969 (9). The file contains data of the interview

variety (M). If the 999th line of the file was filled and

there were still more data to come you would open a new

file named:

SW02059N

Where N shows that this file is the second one for Wolfe's

work on that particular date.

20
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2.2.7. If a field staff person generates data from more than

one person or more than one interview schedule you should

open the next logical file for each new set of data.

2.2.8. In 6 above no spaces should be left in the name of the

file. Remember that the computer interprets a blank

space as a character.

2.2.9. Write out completely words that are commonly abbreviated,

such as street, avenue, company, doctor, etc. Abbreviations

for Mr. and Mrs. may be used, but without the period

(Mr & Mrs). The abbreviation U.S.A. may be used, but

without periods and without spaces between the letters

(USA). (US, however, may not be used because of possible

ambiguity.)

2.2.10. The first appearance of a semantic unit, a set of two or

more words that must be used together to convey a unitary

meaning, should be enclosed thus: <Mr. Gonzalez>. For

each file of up to 999 line, it is not necessary to

continue this procedure after the first appearance of

each individual unit however; but each different unit

will have to be bracketed on first appearance in each

file,

2.3 preparing Fieldnotes and Interviews for Computer

2.3.1. The tapes are logged in by four different procedures.

1.1. They receive a file number (one person is assigned

to do this).

21



Example: SW09 220A

SW = Author's initials

09 = month

22 = day of the month

0 = last digit of the year, i.e., the
date the notes were written.

16

he "A" designated that the notes are "Fieldnotes," and

if it were an "IP it would designate the notes as

"Interview Notes." (A - L = Fieldnotes; M -

Interview Notes.) So, the author is Sally Wolfe,

the notes were written on September 22, 1970. If more

than one interview is done in a day, then an "N," then

an "0," and etc., is assigned to each subsequent

interview.

.1.2. The file number is then put directly on the tape

cassette with a sticky label. Then, the cassette

is put on the top shelf of the file box marked

"Taped Notes Received."

.3. The new file number (SW09220A) is typed onto "Copy-

zip" paper and then entered on the large Log Sheet

under "Taped Notes Received."

(See Figure 2 for example.)

.4. One person, so assigned, will keypunch an IBM card

for that set of fieldnotes (SW09220A) and will put

the card in a metal file drawer marked "Files Not

Yet on the Disk" in order of person and date.

22
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2.3.2. The tapes are then transcribed. Pour copies will result

(one original and three carbons).

.2.1. The original goes to Burnett for editing. They are

placed in the bottom shelf of the metal trays on

the left side of her desk.

.2. One copy goes back to the author (usually sent to

Chicago if that is where the author is located).

.3. One copy is filed in the Fieldnotes File under the

author's name.

.4. The last copy goes in the principal sample file (in

metal file cabinet). If %owever, the fieldnotes

make no mention of any of the Principal Sample,

th^last, cop"should be filed under miscellaneous.

2.3.3. After the notes are transcribed the person who transcribes

them will transfer the file number sticker (SW09220A) on the

Log Sheet from the "Taped Notes Received" column to the

"Transcribed" column.

2.3.4. After Burnett edits the original copy, it is placed in the

tray marked "Notes to be Entered on the Disk," third section

from the top.

2.3.5. Entering data on disk: keypunch card method.

.5.1. Two cards are punched for each set of fieldnotes with

the File Name of the notes. (See 2.2.1 - 2.2.6 above.)

.1.1. On the first card the file name begins with

the first column (cc 1). This card must be

placed in the file drawer marked &INSET
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WORDS to keep track of the table of

contents of fieldnotee that have been

sent to the corriputer.

.1.2. On the second card, indent five spaces and

begin punching file name in the sixth space
r

(cc 6). A period must be placed after the

file name. This card becomes the first

19

card of the deck.

.1.3. Regarding keypunchitiedaids after the title

cards, see."Iniiiructions for Keypunching: 2.4."

.5.2. After the interview or fieldnotes have been punched,

put the punched cards in the card file drawer under

interview name. (Be sure the first card is put in

the Dataset Records drawer.) Put the draft you

punched from on the file shelf, "Copy to be Logged."

.5.3. Te copy -edit your punched cards, take the punched cards

to the Digital Computer Laboratory, and get printout

on the INB 360/20. Edit this according to instructions

in "Instructions for Hand Editing Punched Cards."

Then change your cards to correspond to the edited

printout. THIS STEP MAY BE SUBSTITUTED FOR VERIFYING

STEP.

.5.4. Put copy-edited cards in file drawer "Punched Fieldnotes

to be put on disk" (BEDRES). Put edited printout in

file shelf labeled "Correspondence" with note indicating

that cards are ready for BEDRES.

25
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2.3.8. Process for Written Notes Received

. 8.1. Written notes are given a file name which is then

placed on the "Log Sheet" under "Written Notes

Received."

.2. The notes are then xeroxed (one original and 3 copies)

and distributed exactly the same way as the typed

transcribed notes.

. 3. After Burnett edits the original copy it is placed

in the tray (third from top) for entering on the

Disk. ("Notes to be Entered on the Disk.")

.4. The notes are then entered on the Disk according to

the directions in Chapter 6 under "Load Edit."

. 5. After the notes are on the Disk, the file number

(SW09220A) is transferred to the "Entered on Disk"

column on the Log Sheet.

.6. Should the user decide to group two or more sets of

fieldnotes under one file name, this should be

indicated in the "grouped" column on the logshset.

2.4. Inffructions foK Keypunching

2.4.1. Two cards are punched for each set of fieldnotes with the

file name of the notes.

. 1.1. The file name is made up of the interviewer's initials

and the date that the interview or fieldnotes were made.

(See 2.3. Preparing Fieldnotes and Interviews.)

.1.2. The first card:

.2.1. Begin the file name in card column one (cc 1).
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.2. This card must be placer! in the file drawer

narked, DATASET RECORDS, to be used as a refer

ence card for the interview or fieldnotes which

are sent to the computer.

.1.3. The second card:

.3.1. Indent 5 spaces and begin the file name in the

sixth space (cc 6).

.2. A period MUST be placed after the file name.

.3. This card must be the first card in the deck.

It is the title card for the fieldnotes.

2.4.2. Rules for keypunching all other cards punched after the title.

.2.1. If you are punching an interview schedule on the card

following the file name card you should punch the "Part"

number, "Section" number, name of interviewer; followed

by a period. Move to the next card to begin the text.

.2.2. Each new question or paragraph of the interview begins

on a new card indented 5 spaces. The BEDRES programs

will then make each question the first word of a new

paragraph for easy reference. Also, for fieldnotes

begin each new paragraph on a new card in column 6,

for the same reason.

.2.3. Around each question number put in semantic unit

indicators (<>). It helps to set the number off

as a single word. The semantic unit indicators are

also placed around special words or groups of words

which taken together mean something different than

27
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when used separately. The BEDRES programs create

a list of these semantic units for easy reference.

Semantic unit indicators are only put around

the words the first time they are used in each

interview or set of fieldnotes (i.e., in each data set

that begins with a file name). The BEDRES programs,

through INDEX, automatically list all of the sentence

numbers where the semantic unit is found even though

the semantic unit indicators are only put around the

semantic unit the first time it is used. The semantic

unit should be two or more words long, since the INDEX

program gives a listing, by sentence number, where all

individual words may be found. Semantic unit indicators

should be put around:

.3.1. Specific names of people including first and last

names; nationalities, gangs, etc.

Example: <Louis Rodriguez>, <North American>,

<Latin Kings>

.2. Schools

Example: <Von Humboldt>, <Lane Tech>.

.3. Word references to education; college trade

school, primary, grammar, grade, etc.

Example: <double promoted>, <U of I>, <auto

mechanics>, <third grade>.
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.3.4. Welfare offices

Example: fNorthside Welfare Office>

.5. Street Corners

Example: <Birch and Maple>.

.6. Restaurants

Example: <Kelly's Chicken Inn>

.7- Foods

Example: <Rice and Beans>

.8. Idiomatic phrases

Example: <acid trip>, <running board>,

<side swipe>, <real bummer>,

<keeping cool>, <big hearted>.

.9. Names of Interview Schedules

Example: <Part IV, Section I>. <Parent

Interview Schedule>. <Migration

and Adjustment Questionnaire>.

2.4.4. The first integer of the question number that is followed

by a period indicates the main question. Example: 15.0.0,

15 is the main question number. "hen there is a second number

following it, the second number indicates a variation on or a

subpart of the main question. The second number in turn ends

with a period. If there is a third number following it, the

third number indicates a variation on the variation or a

subpart of the first subpart of the main question. The last

number does not end with a period. Example: <15.2.1 >. If

there are no variations on the main question it may be written

<15.0.0> or <15>.
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2.4.5. Initials are used in the interview to indicate who is speak-

ing. For every change in speaker begin a new card and indent

to start in column 6 with the intials of the speaker. After

the initials, add a colon, and skip two spaces before adding

content.

2.4.6. Periods followed by a space always mean the end of a sentence

or a thought. The file name card, every sentence, phrase or

one word remark must end with a period. Without it the remarks

that follow are added to the preceding sentence. On the other

hand, there are no periods after abbreviations unless that

abbreviation also ends the sentence.

2.4.7. Decimal points may be used in indicating money, etc. They do

not act as periods since there is a character in the space

immediately following it. Provided the period is followed

immediately by some character it acts as a decimal point and

not as the end of a sentence.

2.4.8. All reference to time should be changed to the 24 hour clock,

thus eliminating the confusion of A.M. and P.M.

(i.e., 3:00 P.M. um 1500.)

2.4.9. Quotation marks at the end of a sentence must be followed by

a period, question mark, or exclamation point. Example (".),

("?), ("!). If these were reversed to (.") etc., the BEDRES

program would end the sentence with the period and add the

quotation mark at the beginning of the next sentence.

2.4.10. Skip two spaces after a period before beginning the next

sentence.
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2.4.11. You may end a word in column 80 of a card, and begin a new

word on column 1 of the next card. The computer will

automatically skip"a space.

2.4.12. If you cannot fit an entire word on a card you may put a

hyphen at the end of the letters on the first card and

continue the word starting on column one (CC1) of the next

card. The BEDRES programs will make the word whole again

on the printout. The word need not be divided into syllables

since on the printout the word will be properly reconstituted.

2.4.13. If a word contains a hyphen but cannot fit on one card, put

a hyphen to indicate the rest of the word is continued on the

next card, and another hyphen on the next card to indicate the

word is hyphenated.

2.4.14. If you make an error such as leaving out a word, type a new

card and insert the word; whatever will not fit on the first

card, put on another new card immediately following the cor-

rected one. The BEDRES programs will not leave a large gap

but will adjust the sentence to normal spacing.

2.4.15. After the interview or fieldnotes have been punched, put the

punched cards in the card file drawer under the interviewer's

name and put the original draft you punched from in the file

shelf, "copy to be logged."
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2.5. Instructions for Hand Editing Punched Cards*

2.5.1. Arrange the punched cards in chronological order by author.

2.5.2. Take the punched cards to the Digital Computer Laboratory

and get a printout on the 360/20 (or listing of cards).

Ask the 360/20 cperator to begin each set of fieldnotes

at the top of a new page. The hand editing can be done from

360/20 printout cad then the cards must be changed to cor-

respond to thc edited printout before they are loaded onto

the storage device.

2.5.3. All editing marks should be made in red pen to catch the eye.

Circle incorrect spelling or punctuation and note above the

error what change should be made.

2.5.4. The first line of the listing of punched cards should be one

word, one sentence, paragraph, indicating the author of the

interview or fieldnotes end the date it was made. This is

the file name, and the title for those notes. Each file

name should be indented 5 spaces, end with a period, and

NOTHING ELSE SHOULD FOLLOW ON THAT LINE.

2.5.5. In fieldnotes that result from interview schedules each question

answered must have a number. If numbers have not been indicated,

check the loose-leaf notebook entitled "EPIC Questionnaires,"

find the corresponding interview schedule and decide which

question is bei% arswered and put the number by the question.

*The editing instructions that appear here have been covered in the previous
section on keypunching. They are repcw:ed here so that the relation of
earlier directions to editing is clear and so that editorial directions are
consolidated in one place, for purposes of instruction.
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The question number should begin a new line and be indented

5 spaces. The first question number indicates the main ques-

tion and is followed by a period when there is a second number

following it. The second number indicates a variation on or

a subpart of the main question. The second number in turn

ends with a period if there is a third number following it.

The third number indicates a variation on the variation or

a subpart of the main question. The last number does not

end with a periNt. Example 415.0.0> or <15>.

2.5.6. Semantic unit indicators

.6.1. Around each question number there must be a semantic

unit indicator. They help to set the question off.

.6.2. They should also be placed around special words or groups

of words which taken together mean something different

than when used separately. Semantic unit indicators are

only put around the words the first time they are used

in each interview or set of fieldnotes, i.e., each data-

set that requires a file name. The BEDRES program can

automatically list all of the sentence numbers where

the semantic unit is found even though the semantic

unit indicators are only put around the semantic unit

the first time it is used in each data set. The

semantic unit should be 2 or more words long, since

INDEX gives a listing, by sentence number, where all
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individual words may be found. Semantic unit

indicators should be put around:

(1) Specific names of people; nationalities,
gangs, etc. (See the section on keypunch-

ing instruction for specific examples.)

(2) Schools

(3) Word references to education; college;
trade school, primary, grammar, grade, etc.

(4) Welfare offices

(5) Street corners

(6) Restaurants

(7) Foods

(8) Idiomatic phrases

(9) Names of Interview Schedules:

<Part IV, Section IV>, <Formal Education

Questionnaire>

2.5.7. Initials are usually used to indicate who is speaking. Every

change in speaker should begin a new line indented 5 spaces,

and followed by a colon. Two spaces should be skipped after

the colon before content is added.

2.5.8. The first few lines of a dataset should indicate the interview

part.and section being given. It should be described with a

number, and with the title for that interview schedule. If

this has not been indicated, decide what interview schedule

the questions are part of and find a blank interview schedule

that covers those questions.

2.5.9. Correct all misspelled words.
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2.5.10. Check for other pun,cuation conventions.

.10.1. Quotation marks at the end of a sentence must be

followed by a period, question mark, or exclamation

point. Examples (".) ("?) (":). When this convention

is reversed to (.") etc., the computer ends the sentence

with the period and adds the quotation mark at the

beginning of the next sentence.

.2. The title, every sentence, phrase or one word remark

must end with a period. The period indicates the end

of something. Without it the following remarks are

added to it. There are no periods after abbreviations

unless that abbreviation also ends the sentence.

.3. Decimal points may be used in indicating money and

other figures where needed so long as the point never

ends the number but is followed by some character.

They do not act as periods since there is a character

in the space immediately following it.

2.5.11. All references to time should be changed to the 24 hour clock,

thus eliminating the confusion of A.M. and P.M.

2.5.12. Cross out portions that have been duplicated due to keypunching

errors that were not removed before being printed out.

2,5.13. Edit cards to correspond to edited printout. Put the cards in

the file drawer "punched fieldnotes to be put on disk" (BEDRES).

Put the edited printout in file shelf "CORRESPONDENCE" with

note indicating cards are ready for BEDRES.
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3. ThE BEDRES PROGRAM PACKAGE

3.1 Programming Language

The BEDRES Package programs are written in IBM Basic Assembler Language

(SAL) for use on IBM System/360 computers*, though tE.: user need not be

familiar with assembler language programming. Because basic assembler

language was used, the functioning of the programs is faster and more

efficient than would be the case had some other programming language been

used. Further, the functioning of the programs is independent of the

operating system used by any given computer installation.

3.2. Package Conventions: Preparing Data for Entry

The package utili ?es a minimum of conventions, some of which are dis-

cussed in the chapters for each of the programs. Those conventions which

are relevant to keypunching and editing data, or to explain why certain

editorial procedures must be followed.

ParagraPhs are defined as being indented five spaces (five blank

card columns). Periods followed by blanks or at the ends of lines are

taken to indicate the ends of sentences. Thus, abbreviations and numbers

cannot end with periods. Periods embedded within strings of characters

(as ABC. DEF or 123.456) are not taken to indicate the end of a sentence.

Commas cannot be used to separate thousands, for example, from hundreds:

10,000 is not recognized as ten thousand, but as "ten comma zero-zero-zero."

Consequently, commas should not be used with numbers. Hyphenated words may

appear at any point in a line or a card (i.e., a record) as long as the

*Models 50 and up. 36
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Table 1. Legal Characters for the BEDRES Package.

Symbol
Special
Character

Type
Punctu-
ation

Alpha-
Numeric

A
B

C
D

F

G
H

J

K
L

N
0
P

Q
R
S

T
U
V
w
X
Y

O Zero
1 One
2 Two
3 Three
4 Four

5 Five

6 Six
7 Seven
8 Eight

9 Nine
C Cent Sign

Period, Decimal Point

< Less-Than Sign
( Left Parenthesis
+ Plus Sign
1 Logical OR

& Ampersand, Logical + And

! Exclamation Point

$ Dollar Sign

X
X

X
ir

X

X

X

X

X
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Table 1. Legal Characters for the BEDRES Package. (Can't.)

_ _

Symbol

Type
_

Special
Character

Punctu-
ation

Alpha-
Numeric

- Minus Sign, Hyphen X X
/ Slash X

Comma X
' Percent Sign X

Underscore X
Greater-Than Sign X
Question Mark X
Colon X

# Number Sign X
@ At Sign X
' Prime, Apostrophe X
= Equal Sign X
" Quotation Nark X
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Figure -a Steps for Placing BEDRES on Disk.
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Figure 4 Steps followed in using the BORES Package. 34
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hyphen is not the last character in the record. Hyphens appearing as the

last character in a record indicate that the word preceding the hyphen is

continues on the next record. If a word cannot be completed in the remain-

ing space on the record, the hyphen can appear anywhere in the wore, not

necessarily between syllables. It, of course, rust be the last nonblank

character in the record. In addition to dividing words, hyphens are used

to represent dashes. Dashes should be represented by two or more hyphens

with no intervening spaces. Numbers following letters with no intervening

spaces are taken as words. Thus 'TAW and "VAN2" are both recognized as

words.

3.3. Execution of Programs

The programs in the package can be executed from source programs,

object modules stored on a storage device such as a disk, object decks,

or load modules. In this manual, it is assumed that the programs are to

be run from a load module stored on a device such as a disk. The instruc-

tions for the preparation of a load module are found at the end of this

chapter.

For storage the use of tapes and disks is strongly recommended;

natural language data tends to be voluminous, and the use of a disk or

tape will prove to be less expensive than the use of cards in both physical

energy expenditure and input/output costs.

Figures 2 and 3 represent the steps usually followed in using the

BEDRES Package. At the top of Figure 3 the source programs, original

versions of the programs, are shown being keypunched and assembled by the

computer. Essentially, the assembly 'translates" the programs into code
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Figure 5. Overlay structure for the BEDRES Package. (Boxed words are

program names. The root section is utilized each time a

branch prcrrar. is executed. See the text of the fullewing

chapters for the functions performed by each program in this

figure.

FIXEDIN/REALIN
BEDRES
INTERP
BETH
GWEN
READ
GETEDIT/LOOKAT
WRITE
PUTEDIT
FORMAT
CLOSE
FIXEDOUT/REALOUT

COPY!
r-1-----
, EDIT 1 LISTER

I

e..--Root

i INDEX I 'CONCORD

i

PATTI i DIANA I JOSHUA I
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that can be executed by the computer. The assembly results in a source

listing., a printed indication of the translation and, in this case, an

object deck, cards containing the assembled program. The user should

consult his computer installation to determine the procedure for assem-

bling programs.

The object decks are then used to prepare a load module (assembled

forms of the programs properly linked together). After the object decks

and control cards are prepared, they are submitted to the computer which

produces the load module and stores it on a device such as a disk pack.

In Figure 1 the data are being collected preparatory to being

keypunched. Simultaneously, planning is taking place regarding how the

data will be processed (bottom left), When the data has been collected

and the planning completed, the data, control cards, and program cards are

keypunched. (See Chapter 2 for keypunching instructions and Chapter 4 for

control and program card descriptions). At the upper center of the page,

the job deck has been prepared (see Chapter 4) using the data, control,

and program cards. The job deck is then submitted to the computer (upper

center). In the event of an unsuccessful run (bottom right), errors are

corrected and the job deck is again prepared. The successful run (right

center) is self-explanatory.
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4. BEDRES INPUT/OUTPUT ROUTINES AND JOB PREPARATION

4.0 Input/Output Routines

BEDRES monitors all execution of the package program. It is the

program that reads the program control card indicating which program the

user wishes to execute. It also does preliminary scanning of the parameter

boxes specified for the program. Parameter boxes indicate which files

(data sets on the storage device) are to be used for input and output,

and indicate which options, if any, are to be used in executing the program.

The options are described in the chapters for each program.

4.1. Program Control Cards

Program control cards have the following format:*

* *PROGRAM (Parameter Box 1) (Parameter Box 2) comments.

Two stars (**) appear in card columns (cc) one and two of all program
4

control cards. The stars indicate to BEDRES that a program is to be called.

Following the stars with no intervening spaces is the name of the program

to be called. The name of the program replaces the word 'PROGRAM.' in the

example immediately above. It is not necessary to spell out the entire

name; only the first four characters are absolutely necessary.

Next come the parameter boxes--sets of left and right parentheses

indicating the names of the data sets containing the data to be processed;

the datasets on which the output is to be written; and the options, if any,

to be used. The boxes are named symbolically to facilitate their use; in

the INDEX routine, for examplc, the file containing the text dataset to

*A specific example of such a card might be:

**EDIT(INPUT:TEXT,COL:1-72) (OUTPUT:DATE,COL:1-72,72) (CHANGE:*,COL:1-80).
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be analyzed is specified as:

(TEXT: DD name, COL: i - j)

"TEXT" is the symbolic name of the box and the colon separates it from the

rest of the information in the box. "DD name" would be replaced by the

label of the file containing the text, and "COL: i - j" would indicate

how many columns are to be read on the data set containing the text.

"Col: i - j" can be interpreted as "the text is found in columns i through

j." The letters "i" and "j" would, of course, be replaced by column

numbers in an actual program run.

The parameter boxes for any given program do not have to appear

in the order specified in the discussion of the programs in the fol-

lowing chapters. However, the order of the entries within each box

MUST be as specified as shown.

The word "comments" following the last parameter box can be re-

placed by the user with information he would want printed out at the

top of the program run. Note that the comments cannot include paren-

theses or periods (or they will be mistaken for parameter boxes). The

period at the end of the program card is taken by BEDRES to indicate the

end of the program card.

Program cards can extend over several cards though the total

number of characters within the boxes. including blanks, cannot exceed

256. If multiple cards are used, a,iy the first program card for each

program can have the two stars in columns 1 and 2, and card columns 1 and

2 of continuing program cards can be used for any characters other than

asterisks.
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4.2. Multiple Program Execution

40

BEDRES can excute multiple programs sequentially. Job steps can

be stacked. For instance, a single run on the computer can execute a

LISTER, an: INDEX and a CONCORDANCE. The only requirement is that

each program be called by its own program control card and that each

program have its own job step.

4.3. Input from Cards

If the input to a program is from cards, the cards may be placed

immediately after the prgram card, and their presence reported to the

program by coding a single asterick (*) in the appropriate place in

the parameter box for data for the program. For example:

**CONCORD (REQUESTS:*) (...) (...).

would evoke the CONCORD program and define the dataset called "RE-

QUESTS" as being the cards following the program card. "REQUESTS"

in the parameter box is the box's symbolic name. The first card fol-

lowing the dataset on cards should have "EOF" in cc 1 - 3. This card

indicates the end of a dataset on cards.

Another way to use cards as input is to indicate a symbolic name

for the cards in the appropriate parameter box and then define the

dataset as being on cards using the IBM/360 Job Control Language con-

vention. For example the program control card:

**CONCORD (REQUESTS:REQUESTS) (...) (...). indicates to the

BEDRES monitoring program that the requests for this job step are

to be found in the dataset labelled REQUESTS. Later in the same job
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step the user should indicate:

//REQUESTS DD *

in Job Control Language. He should put the dataset on cards imme-

diately after it and end it with /*.

4.4. Error Messages

BEDRES prints error messages when errors are detected in the

specification of program cards or in the execution of package programs.

These errors all cause the execution to be terminated. The messages,

and the remediation to be taken in each case, follow immediately.

***ERROR (BEDRES 1): NO PROGRAM CARD.

BEDRES could not find a card with two stars in cc 1-2. The

probable cause is oversight or the absence of a * *EOF card terminating

the data cards for the previous job, if cards bad been used for the pro-

gram. Correct the error and resubmit the job.

***ERROR (BEDRES 2): PROGRAM NOT FOUND.

The program card called a nonexistent program, or the first four

characters of the program name were misspellecto Correct the card and

resubmit the job.

***ERROR (BEDRES 3): MORE THAN 10 BOXES OR 256 CHARACTERS FOR
ONE PROGRAM CARD.

This message indicates that too many boxes or too many characters

had been encountered for the program card. Check to make sure that

boxes end with right parentheses and make sure the program card ends

with a period.

***ERROR (BEDRES 4): PROCESSING STOPPED BECAUSE OF ERROR INTHE LAST PROGRAM.
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This message indicates that an error had occurred in the program

just run and BEDRES was terminating the run. When this message is printed

out, an error message from the preceding program will also have been

printed. Correct the error in the preceding program and resubmit the job.

4.5 Completed Execution

When BEDRES reaches the end of a job, it prints out:

ALL PROCESSING HAS BEEN COMPLETED.

4.6 INTERP

Note that BEDRES does not examine the contents of parameter

boxes; that task is delegated to INTERP and the program called by the

user. (See Figure 5, p.37 ) Occasionally, a parameter box will not

contain a colon (:) between the symbolic name and the information con-

tained in the box. In this case, INTERP prints out the following message:

***ERROR (INTERP): THERE IS NO COLON AFTER THE KEY WORD IN THE
PARAMETER BOX.

In this case, the default option (see glossary) that box is

used. The erroir being considered can be corrected by placing a colon

after the symbolic name in the appropriate parameter box.

4.7 Input/Output Routines

The input/output (I/O) routines are of no consequence to the ordi-

nary user; with the exception of reading the input and printing the out-

put, the user should see no indication of their functioning.

The following programs are included in the input/output routines:

READ, WRITE, FORMAT, GETEDIT, LOOKAT, PUTEDIT, FIXEDIN-REALIN, PIXEDOUT-

REALOUT, AND CLOSE. (See Figure 5,, p.37) DATE is also included

with these routines though it does not function directly in input/output
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4.8 Job Preparation

Preparation of a job is no more than the proper preparation and

ordering of cards to input to the computer. It is assumed that the programs

needed by the user have been keypunched and assembled and that a load module

resides in the system (See Figure 3). The purpose of the rest of this

chapter is to acvaint u3er with the essential modules of instruction

that arc required fcr the 3EDEE5 programs.

4.9 The /* ID card

An ID card contains billing information and information regarding

the requirements of the job, e.g. an overestimate of the number of Input-

Output requests to be used, and an overestimate of the amount of time re-

quired to process the data.

For example, the ID card:

/*ID PSE.555,CODE=MIKE,NAME*SMITH,DEPT*ED,LINES=15000,IOREQ=5000,TIME2

indicates the following information.

The user's PS (problem specification) number is 5555. The charges

for this job will be deducted from the account numbered 5555. The PS num-

ber is code-word protected, that is if someone were to try and use this

PS# without specifying MIKE, the job would not run. The character string

NIKE is replaced by XXXX on the print-out the user receives from the com-

puter so that the print can be discarded without fear that some other user

could retrieve it and run a job on PS115555 if he didn't know the code word.

A flow chart which specifies each of the parameters found on the ID card

follows:
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FIGURE 6 - ID CARD PREPARATION

PROBLEM SPECIFICATION
NUMBER

DEPART? `ENT

ID Card

( START

\, .1

/*ID

PS=

psi`

,DEPT=

dent.

44

/*ID must appear in columns 1-4.

One or more blanks.

ps# is the user's four-digit
Problem Specification Number

dept is the departvent code
associated with the ps#.
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NA7E FIGURE 6 - Continued

CODEWORD

2

V

, NA? 'E= I

/ na,

NO

codeord?

N./

YES

,CODE=

/

( codeword \/

45

name is the user's name of 1 to 18
characters, including apostrophes if
used. If name contains any characters
other than A-Z and 0-9, then it must
be enclosed in apostrophes; e.g.,
NATIF='JONES JOHN'. If an apostrophe
is part of the name, it must be coded
as two consecutive apostrophes: e.g.,
'H.011HARA'.

The user also has the option of having
a code word assigned to his psii.

code the code word associated with
the psi`.
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NO ime

estimate

ES

,TI?T=

4'

/(minseCs)ec

I
min

FIGURE 6 - Continued

TI-E OPTION

LIVES OPTION

46

Do you wish to override the default
tire estimate of one minute of
CPU tire?

Min and sec must be integer constants.

NO line:N\NN Do you wish to override the default
stimate estimate for printed lines of output

which is 2000?YES

,LINES=

XXXX

(XXXX)

(XXXX,D)

XXXX Lines may be printed; the D
indicates that a dump is to be attempted
if this limit is exceeded, and that the
limit is to be ignored during printing
of any Abend dump output.
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NO
CARDS

,to be punc d.

YES

,CARDS= 1

4

) (XXXX)

//is XXXX

\
(xxxxlv

quest

stir e

YES

,IOREQ=

4
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FIGURE 6 Continued

CARDS OPTION.

IOREQ OPTION

Do you wish to have cards punched?
The default is zero.

XXXX is the number of cards that may
he punched; the D specifies that a
dump is to be attempted if this
limit is exceeded.

Do you wish to override the default
of 1000 INPUT/OUTPUT requests?

Here, n is the number of INPUT/OUTPUT

requests. The program will Abend
if this limit is exceeded.

( STOP ) End of the ID card for the BEDRES
package.
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110 The SETUP card

This card notifies the machine operator that the device mentioned

should be mounted for the successful completion of the job. In our case

the SETUP card:

/*SETUP UNITDISK, IDDK0023

causes the disk numbered DK0023 to be mounted and accessed for the execu-

tion of the job. It will be remembered that for our project the program

load modules and the datasets that contain the field notes are all on the

disk DK0023. The appearance of a /*SETUP card causes a job to be placed

in a setup hold, and the setup information is written to the operator's

console. When the operator has mounted all disks or tapes requested,

the job is then released for execution. A flow chart indicating do parameter

of the SETUP card follows;
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FIGURE 7 - SETUP CARD PREPARATION 49

5.13.3. /*SETUP Card

Format:

/*SETUP UNIT=device,ID=(Serfl,options)

(
t START

,----r

11 1

'I/ \/
/*SETUP

UNIT=

/

/ device

1

,ID=

1

1

I

1

One or more blanks.

Device choices:

2314 - 2314 disk
TAPE 9 track 1600 BPI tape
TAPES 9 track 800 BPI tape
TAPE7 7 track tape
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FIGURE 7 - Continued

ser#

/

//
v protection

\.

YES NO

TAPr?

50

Is the device a
magnetic tape?

,

External label of the tape or // ser# \
disk to be mounted.

///
\`

1

libel ontions
1:1,

.,_SI,

Specifies whether the tape is
labeled internally with the above
ser# (SL) or not labeled internally
(NL). (SL is the default.)

( RING ?,

protection options 1NORING.)

Specifies that the tape is to be
written on (RIrG) or that it is to
be protected from being Tiritten
(NORING). (RING is the default.)

YES
dON,

NO
any more\
evices r

qu r,e tup?
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4.11The // EXEC card
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This card serves to begin a job step and to indicate to the operating

system that a program which is a member of the load module called BEDRES

is to be executed. It also contains code words for special requirements

of each BEDRES program. These are specified in the sections dealing with

specific programs such as INDEX or LISTER.

// EXEC PGN=BEDRES, WORDNAM=Blue, SENTNAN=Yellow

The user should remember that the EXEC card also signals the begin-

ning of a different job step. For the BEDRES package usage it has been

useful to put each separate program in its own job step. If, for example,

the user wants to get a list of the contents of a dataset with field notes

in it and an alphabetical list of the different words in the dataset he

would write a ':...'ram with two or more job steps. The first step might be

called a 'LISTER" step since he would call the LISTER program first. The

second step could be called an "INDEX" step in the users mind since that

step could call INDEX into execution. In BEDPES jargon then the user can

create COPY, EDIT, LISTER, INDEX and CONCORD steps in any legal sequence

that he desires. A word of caution, however, the IBM 360/75 systems

cannot handle jobs with a ridiculously high number of steps. As a rule

of thumb the user should limit his jobs to around 10 steps and fewer.

4.12 The // CONTROL CARD

This card precedes the program control card (See section 4.1), for

each BEDRES program. The card:

// CONTROL DD *

has only one entry, a star at least one space away from DD. The star

indicates that the program control cards follow immediately. The first
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card following the control card has to be a program control card. The user

may put as many legal program control cards after the INPUT card as he

desires. Emphasis is placed on "legal program control cards." There

are two ways of defining legal at this point. First, it can be taken

to mean proper keypunching. If the program control cards are mispunched

either by pressing a key to punch a (.) instead of a (0; or if a package

convention is violated in keypunching a card, then that card is illegal.

Second, if a program control card calls a program that accesses an ille-

gal file, the program card is not legal.

One of the hidden gremlins in the 360 operating systems is that the

programs executing in a given job step can either read existing datasets

or create datasets. It is not possible to create a dataset say WORDLIST

with LISTER in a job step and expect that INDEX can read WORDLIST in the

same job step. The remedy for this situation is to put a separate LISTER

step and later a separate INDEX step in the job deck.

4.13 Program Control Cards--**Cards

The program control cards are instructions to the BEDRES programs.

The card:

**EDIT(INPUT:TEXT,COL:1-72) (OUTPUT:DATE,COL:1-72,72) (CHANGE:*,COL:1 80).

calls the program EDIT to perform some operation. In the case of the card

shown here the EDIT program is to perform its operation on the dataset defined

as TEXT. Once the operations are finished the results are to be stored on

the dataset defined as DATE. The specific changes to be performed are

punched on cards that follow the **EDIT control card since a * is punched

after CHANGE.
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The card:

DELETE 86 TO 1229.

defines the specific operations for EDIT to perform. In this example the

user has indicated that EDIT should take the dataset with a DD name of

TEXT in this step as input. EDIT was then directed to delete sentences

number 86 through 1229 and put the remaining portion, sentences 1 through

85 on the output dataset with the DD name DATE.

The user should look back at the last parameter box on the **EDIT

program control card. That parameter box is as follows:

(CHANGE:*,COL:1-80).

The * after the word change indicates that the specific change instructions

are on cards that begin immediately after the **EDIT card. When the user

wants to put the changes on cards and include them in the INPUT file (de-

fined as all of the cards between // cards DD * and /*) he should put a *

after the change. The user should remember that at the end of the file on

cards in INPUT there has to be a card that is coded.

**WE'

There is another way to tell the computer where to look for files on

cards. We could have put:

(CHANGE 1 ALTER,COL:1-80)
,

in the last parameter box in the example. That string of characters would

instruct the BEDRES program to use the contents of the file with the DD

name ALTER for instructions on the changes to be made. If this option is

used and no other cards are put in the INPUT file then the user must define

the file ALTER in the following way :

//ALTER DD *

(changes to be made) 59
/ * .
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The module of cards defining ALTER can go anywhere in the job step that

it pertains to.

In the beginning the user will probably prefer to use the latter

convention since it helps him to separate each of the datasets that need

to be defined for execution into distinct modules of cards. Either of

the two options work equally well, however.

4.14 The /* card

The card:

/*

must be put after the last card of any dataset that is on cards for the

job step. Since // cards is a dataset that is generally on cards, a /*

must be put at the end of the cards dataset. The larger files, such as

datasets of field notes or word lists usually are on the disk pack.
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5. LOAD EDIT
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Although the BEDRES package contains a single program called EDIT,

we single out one very important operation of that program, which is called

LOAD EDIT for emphasis. "LOAD EDIT" is simply a special form of the EDIT

program which enables the user to "load" data-punched on cards onto the disk

in order to facilitate handling. It must be noted, however, that this is

the most critical step in the entire BEDRES operation, since (1) the data

are labeled for future reference at this time and (2) unique codewords are

assigned to each dataset to insure that operations performed on any of the

data do not interfere with the status of other data on the disk.

5 .1. Procedure for executing LOAD EDIT

The following cards must be prepared for LOAD EDIT:

// EXEC BEDRES,TEXT=1(textname)',TEXTDSP=1(NEW,KEEP)'

// SETDISP='(NEW,KEEP)',WORDNArwordnamer,
// SENTNAM=t(sentname)',REGION=100K
//CONTROL DD*
**EDIT(INPUT:CARD,COL:1-80) (OUTPUT:TEXT,COL:1-80,80)
(CHANGE:*,COL:1-80).
NONE.

/*
//CARDS DD *

(Data (leek; i.e. data cards, follow at this position!

EOF
/*

The parameter box labeled (textname) indicates the name of the

dataset to be entered onto the disk. This name is the same as the

filename of the dataset, which consists of an eight character speci-

fication of the user, the date, and the type of data (See section 2.2.)

The parameter boxes labeled(Wordkame) and (sentname) are to be

completed by using any word of seven characters or less in these boxes.
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Each box must have a different word, however, and each new dataset will

have its own unique codewords. To insure that the user does not misplace

or lose track of whis'a codewords app]y to each dataset, it is wise to

punch an extra card cc taint the codewords for the dataset and insert

this card into the deck isnicilately after the filename. The example below

will illustrate how this can be done.

5.2 Sample LOAD EDIT Progtam

/*ID PS4545,NAMEBURNETT,CODE=ANTHRO
/*SETUP WIT=DISK,ID=DK0023

// EXEC BEDRES,TEXTuOJB0104911',TEXTDST10(NEW,KEEP)',

// SETDISP'(NEU,KEEP)',WORDISP='(NEW,KEEP)',WORDNAWYELLOW',
// SENTNAM='BLUE',REGION--1COK
//MNTROL DD *

**EDIT(INPUT:CARD,COL:1 -80) (OUTPUT:TEXT,COL:1 -80,80)

(CHANGE:*,COL:1 -80).
NONE.
/*
//CARDS DD *

JE0/04911

WORDNAM='YELLOP',SENTNAM4OBLUE'

[Now place rest of data deck here]

EOF

/*

This sample program specifies that the dataset labeled W01049M'

is to be loaded snto the disk, and that the codewords 'YELLOW' and

'BLUE' will be wni4v-.. Lo thla dataset for all future analysis on the

computer.
1

Note that On first two cards in the data deck are (1) the

filename of the dataset ('JB01049W) and (2) the special codewords

for this dataset.

1
In each example which follows, the codewords YELLOW and BLUE are assigned

to the dataset JB01049M. Individual users may apply any codewords they

wish to datarets, as long as they are less than seven characters in
length. See section 6.1.1.
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6. EDIT

EDIT can be used to perform several other tasks. First, it can

be used to move data from one record length (number of columns or

characters per record) to another. For instance, it may be desirable

to store data at 120 columns per record on a disk while the data has

been keypunched at only 72 dolumns per record. The movement can also

be from longer to shorter lengths. EDIT can be used to separate por

tions of data from other portions. For instance, reports of contact

with three different informants may have been included on the same file,

while the account from the middle informant may be the only one of in'

terest. The account of what took place with the second informant can be

separated from the other two through the use of EDIT. The third and

last task that can be performed is the changing of individual words or

sentences in a file. For example, data which were keypunched can be as-

sumed to contain typographical errors. These errors can be corrected

using the EDIT routine. In use, however, we have found the EDIT routine to

be very cumbersome for duing very extensive copy editing. Instead, we

now obtain a printout of our keypunched data cards and do the initial

copy editing and correcting from that printout. Further development of

the editor will be necessary before we can recommend its use for copy

editing the texts on the computer, in addition to its other uses.

6,1. Procedure for Executing EDIT

EDIT is called by the following program card:

**EDIT(INPUT:inname, informat)(OUTPUT:outname, outformat,

length)(CHANGE:chaname, chaformat).
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The INPUT box contains two entries--the input filename (replac

ing inname), and the format for reading input file records. The

input format replaces ins, --zt in the parameter box. In a similar

manner, the name and format are specified for the edited material

(in the OUTPUT bm) and the file ,a which the changes to the input

file are to be found (the CHANGE box). Lcirth in the OUTPUT box

indicates the number of characters output per line.

6.2. Default Options for EDIT

Default options exist for the formats and the CHANGE file.

Unless otherwise specified by the user, the three formats read or

write only the first 72 columns of each record. The MANGE file

default name is INPUT and assumes that the changes follow immediately

after the program card. There are no other default DD names. The

default length in the OMPUT box is 72.

6.3. Using EDIT

EDIT can be used to concatenate small pieces of files on one

large file. The concatenation procedure is useful for reordering

field notes in different ways depending on how the researcher wants

to view his

Operationally, to coa,.:ateaxce, EDIT is used to lift out a small

piece of the corpus End n) s:or,: it at the end of the file that the

user is building. The user should be aware of the fact that separate

job steps are needed for each piece of corpus that is to be added to

the large file. Also, a single job submitted to the computer should

have no more than 10 job steps. Otherwise, the machine will wait for
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a long time until enough core is available and the job may terminate

because the program was in the waiting state for too long a period

of time, usually 8 minutes or longer.

If the user puts the following program cards in the deck for EDIT:

//CONTROL DD *
**EDIT(INPUT:JB01049M,COL:1-80) (OUTPUT;SCRATCH,COL:1-80,80)
(CHANGE:*,COL:1-80).
DELETE i TO j.

EOF
/*

he is instructing BEDRES to scan the dataset called INPUT for all control

instructions. Note the * after the word CHANGE in the last parameter box

which, in BEDRES, means that the change instructions follow immediately

on the cards.

If EDIT is to be used to make substantive changes to a file,

it is necessary to know the number of each sentence to be changed. These

numbers can be computed by hand, but that task can be done more easily

by LISTER. If the LISTING option for LISTER is coded YES, a listing of

the text will be produced with sentence numbers indicated.

6.4 Changes

Four types of changes, DELETE, ADD, MODIFY, and NONE, are possible

using EDIT.

DELETE causes whole sentences to be dropped from a file. It is

specified by:

DELETE i.

DELETE i TO j.

or DELETE i, j.
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The first example would cause sentence number i to be deleted while the

second and third examples would cause sentences i through j inclusive

to be dropped. The last two exapmles might be used to lift a given

portion out of a file. For instance, assume that a user wished to

generate an index on sentence: 376 through 458 of a corpus which was

1375 sentences long. After specifying the OUTPUT file in the appropriate

box on the program card, he would indicate two deletions:

DELETE 1 TO 375.

DELETE 459 TO 1375.

After the deletions were executed, the OUTPUT file would contain sentences

to be inserted into the corpus. This type of change has the following

format:

ADD BEFORE i *' sentence '*.

ADD AFTER i *' sentence

In the first example, the senteuce(s) within the quotation marks (0

and 1*) would be inserted into the OUTPUT file immediately before sentence

i. In the second ex1m)3e, the sentence would be inserted immediately

after sentence i. Note that the quotation marks must be surrounded by

blanks to assure that the apostrophes are not taken to be part of the

sentence being inserted.

MODIFY, allows stringn of characters within sentences to be added

or deleted. Note that the ...trines nay be words, numbers, or punctuation

marks. The format for thir, tyile of change is:

nODIFY i CHANGE *' an '* TO aa cc '*.

MODIFY i REPLACE *' aa bb T.* !riTH *' aa cc '*.
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Ir both ex-nples, the word in sknt.nce "i" would he rerloccd by the

w.)rd c. N,,tt th,t ev,v though the word w is deleted nnd then 0dded

(rksulting in n' ch,nge) it serves a useful function, nmely

"s on indiction cf where in sentence "i" the medific.,tion is to take

Using such on auc!cr '.7cril is irnort0nt in CPSCS where the word to

be deleted :Tr1(0rs m,r, thnn cneL in thi. ;,c, .7nchor ward

tic tbo fn quef7t7:071 Wi Z

.1x

Note thnt cerOP e -'n be dtleted fr,T1 sent. noes by specifying

MODIFY i 'sr:PUCE *' r'r by* *'

MODIFY i REPLACE bb *'

In the first xr,mnle an onebor word is used, while the anchor word is

elimin0ted in the second.

!lords c-ri he :tided te septcnces through OIL use of

MODIFY i REPUCE -r "UN *' -0 bb '*.

Use of th, "ODTFY chane ih this Trnner c-usos the word bb to he

inserted in sentcne i word

Severol YODIT,v ch0tr,.s c-n h. L' the sore sentence using the

word POEIry ,nlv ,nc. if the ter'in2) neriod is replaced by a corlpa

0nd the portitn repe0t,d. 2he last character

in tfric chm:ric ; .

In mobing chong.s, tilt user should -ceort;in that the sentences

being chonged on. sr,eified in 0scending order. (Sec error cte2ssPpe

Mc 16.) ,"tterotirg to ch :v s.ntenc. th0t hos already been passed

through the corputer will result in 011 crror.

Specifying the chonp( 7/!: -s - rh,,nc,0 will cause the entire file

to be passed through unchanged. This chongc would he used in the event
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a user simply wished to move the data on a file from one line length

to another. For instance, data which was punched in the first 72

columns of a card can be moved to 120 characters per line (e.g., on a

disk or tape) through the use of the change NONE. Refer to the Example

section under LOAD EDIT to see how this is done.

In the event that the sentence number is not specified, an error

(**ERROR (EDIT 5) or ILLEGAL CHARACTER IN INPUT RFICORD) will occur.

See the ***ERROR (EDIT 5) write-up in the following section for the

appropriate remediation.

6. 5: Error Eessages for EDIT

***ERROR (EDIT 1):
THE OUTPUT LINE LENGTH AND FORMAT HAVE BEEN INCORRECTLY

SPECIFIED.

This error message indicates that the last two entries in the

OUTPUT box have been incorrectly specified. Correct the error and

resubmit the job.

***ERROR (EDIT 2):
THERE IS NOT ENOUGH CORE AVAILABLE FOR THE DATASTAK. SEF THE
PROGRAP

This error occurs when insufficient core (memory) is available to

execute EDIT. This difficulty can be overcome by requesting more core

(on computers using LIFT or IVT). In other ca6es, see a consultant at

the computer installation.

***ERROR (EDIT 3):
THERE IS NOT ENOUGH CORE AVAIT.,ABLE FOP THE CHNGSTAK. SEE THE
PROM!: PRITE-UP.

See ***ERROR (EDIT 2) above.
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***ERROR (EDIT 4):
THE CHANGE DOES NOT BEGIN 'TITP "ADD", "DELETE", OR MODIFY".

As EDIT changes a file, it prints out each change specified by

the user as that change is acted upon by the program. Men this message

appears, the change printed out immediately above it will be found to

begin with an illegal word. Note that in specifying changes, only the

first three characters of the key word need be specified. Thus DELETE

and MODIFY changes can be executed using DEL and NA. This error message

may have occurred because the first three letters of the key word had

been misspelled.

***ERROR (EDIT 5):
NO SENTENCE NUMBER HAS BEEN SPECIFIED FOP THIS CHANGE.

This error occurs when the user has failed to indicate the number

of the sentence to which the change refers. Indicate the sentence

number and resubmit the job. Occasionally, this message will not appear

and the message INVALID CHARACTER IN INPUT STRING will appear.

Remediation is the same as specified above in ***ERROR (EDIT 4).

***ERROR (EDIT 6):
THE CHANGE SPECIFIED DOES NOT END; THERE IS NO PEPIOD,

QUESTION MARK, OR EXCLAMATION POINT.

This message indicates that the change printed immediately above

it on the print-out does not have a terminal punctuation mark. Insert

a period, question mark, or exclamation point at the end of the change

and resubmit the job.

***ERROR (EDIT 7):
THE CHANGE DOES NOT INDICATE THE LAST SENTENCE TO BE DELETED.

This message appears when a DELETE change, dropping more than
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one sentence does not specify which sentence is the last to be dropped.

Indicate the last sentence number and resubmit the job.

***ERROR (EDIT S):
THEPE IS NO INDICATION OF ITHETHER THE ADDITION PRECEDES OR
FOLLOVS THE SENTENCE INDICATED.

In an ADD change, on errcr occurs if the words BEFORE or

AFTER do not appear. This error causes the immediately preceding

message to be printed out.

***ERROR (EDIT 9):

THERE IS NO SENTENCE NUVMEP INDICATING !THERE IN THE CORPUS THE
ADDITION IS TO BE ZUDE.

The ADD change printed immediately above this message in the

printout does not contain a sentence number. Indicate the number and

resubmit the job.

***ERROR (EDIT 10):

THERE IS NO OPENING QUOTATION rARK FOR EITHER THE INSEPTION
OR THE DELETION.

If the words to be inserted or deleted in a EODIFY change are

not preceded by a " surrounded by blanks, this message will be printed

out. Insert the opening quotation marks and resubmit the job.

***ERROR (EDIT 11):

THERE IS NO INDICATION OF PRAT IS TO BE REPLACED.

In a VODIFY change:, nothi :g was found within the quotation marks

following CHAXE or REPLACE. Correct the error and resubmit the job.

***ERROR krnIT
THE PORTI1N EF REPLACED CANNQf 11E FOUND.

The word or :-ordr. to DC dro,;ped from the sentence specified

in a VODIFY change canno- be found in the sentence indicated in the
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chang,. This error may 11;;Att. occurred b,cnuse the sentence number was

incorrectly specified or the portion to be deleted was incorrectly

indicated. Correct the error and resubmit the job.

**ERROR (EDIT 13):

THE PORTION TO BE INSETTED CANNOT BE FOND.

In a VDIFY change, failure to indicate at least one entry

between the insertion auotation marks will cause this error message

Ydit 13 to be printed. Correct the error and resubmit the job,

***ERROP (EDIT L4)

NO END OR CONTINUATION "CS ENCOUNTERED.

No rermin-.1 punctwtion pr,r or comma indic-tinp additional

odificntions wYs found in the rODIry chanpe listed obovc this

mussnge in thc printout. Correct the error nnd resubmit the job.

**ERROR (EDIT 15)
CHNCSTAK OVETRLOT..': DIVIDE THE CPC,NCE INTO S"ALLER PORTIONS.

This message ^ppears when the user bPs indicated o chynge that

is very long. Divide th, chnnpe into smnllor changes and resubmit the job.

***EPTOP (EDIT 16) :

THIS SENTENCE HAS LLREADY PEEP PASSER THROUGH EDIT.

This messapc oppears when the sentence number specified in n

change refers to , sentence whose number is lower than the one currently

in th, computer. Either the change is out of order or thc sentence

number hPs been incorrectly specified. Correct the error and resubmit the

job,
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***FPROR (rJ'IT 17):

THE DATA :a)/Or OUTPUT rrLEs NOr nr.EN SPECIFIED.

This messogt oppeors when the user has not specified the nome

of thc file to be edited or the rime of the file on which the edited

maturil is to be written. Indicate the names of the files in the

appropriate boxes nn the program card and resubmit the job.

6.6. Additional Possage

After certoin errors h,ve occurcd, an additional message will be

printed out:

***NOTE: BECINNING PITH TPIS CFANGE, NO PURTPEP CHANGES
YTLL PE "ADE; THE PEVAINDEP OF THE CORPUS WILL
NOT BE !ODIFTEIY.

This message indicittes that the current change contnincd rn error, and

that no additional chongcs will be rade.

6.1 . Programs Necessary to Execute EDIT

PEDRES, the input/output routines, ( "EN, AUXG"EN, BETH, and

EDIT ore renUirLdte execute. EDIT. The innut/output routines ore

listed above.
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7. LISTER.

Two programs must be executed in order to generate an index. The

first, LISTER, goes through the text to be indexed and produces a list

of all the different words which appear and an indication of the number

of times each word appears. INDEX, the second program, takes that list

and determines in which sentence each word appears and indicates by

to the sentences in which each of the different woxds appear.

7.1. Semantic Units

LISTER and INDEX have the additional capability of handling semantic

units; i.e., groups of up to ten mantinmaue words with no intervening

punctuation marks which have some meaning when taken together other than

what could be expected from the meanings of the individual words.

Examples of semantic units would include idiomatic expressions (e.g.,

VP TIGHT) and proper names (e.g., HOUSE OF DAVID). Semantic units are

assigned labels as they are encountered in the text by LISTER and the

occurrence of each semantic unit is reported in the final alphabetized

list of words and index, under "semantic unit."

The first occurrence of a semantic unit must be specified by the

user through the use of the "less than" symbol (<1 and the "greater than"

symbol (>) as in:

67

< UP TIGHT >

The programs will then note that the specified words represent a semantic

unit, assign it a label (SU001 through SU999) and search the remainder of

the text for occurrences of that semantic unit. uniy the first occur-

rence of each semantic unit In a given dataset should be bracketed. If

more than 999 semantic units are encountered in a dataset LISTER will not

perform properly. No more than 999 semantic units can be put in a dataset,
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At the end of the LISTER printout, all semantic units and their

labels will be written out:

SEHANTIC UNITS:

SU001: UP TIGhT

The alphabetized list of words output by INDEX will contain the labels

for each semantic unit, the number of times each appeared and the

numbers of the sentences in which each appears.

7.2. Conventions in LISTER and

LISTER and INDEX utilize only one convention not specified in the

chapter on BEDRES and the Input /Output routines. Words can have a maxi-

mum length of 16 characters. I ,sords longer than 16 characters are truncated.

7.3. Procedure for Executing LISTER

The following cards must be prepared for LISTER:

// EXEC BEDRS, TEXT='(textname)',W0kDilAi..='(wordn:aine)7

// SEL4TNAliE=1 (sentname)7

//CONTROL DD*

**LISTER(TEXT:TEXT,COL:1-8U) (14RDEIST:14ORDLST) (LISTIoG:decision).

/*

The parameter box labelled (textname) indicates the dataset to be analyzed.

The parameter boxed labelled (wordname) and (sentname) on the // EXEC

card contain the codcwords for that parti:ular dataset. As noted in the

section concerning loading data onto the disk (see the COPY routines),

each dataset has its own unique c odewords. For example, a II EXEC card

set up in the following manner:

// EXEC BEDRES, TEXT='..11301049:4',WORDI4A11=1YELLOW',SENTWAI.1='BLUE'

specified the text as 'J8010494' and indicates the codewords unique to

that dataset, YELLOW and BLUE.
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The LISTING box on the **LISTER card is used to indicate whether a

listing (printout) of the data generated by LISTER is desired. This

printout lists the data and indicates the sentence number associated with

each line of the text. The word decision is replaced by YES if the

printout is desired and NO if it is not.

7.3.1. Sample Program

/*ID PS=4545,NAME=BURNETT,CODE=ANTBRO
/*SETUP UNIT=DISK,ID=DK0023

// EXEC BEDRES, TEXT&JB01049MT, WORDNAIWYELLOW,
// SENTNAM=1BLUET
//CONTROL DD *

**LISTER(TEXT:TEXT,COL:1-80) (WORDLIST:WORDLST) (LISTING:YES).
/*

This sample program runs LISTER on the dataset labelled ,JB01049N,

gives the appropriate ccdewords for this dataset, and asks that the data

generated by LISTER be printed.

7.4. Default Options for LISTER

If the TEXT file name is nor specified, the text is assumed to come

from cards immediately following the program card. The TEXT records are

assumed to be in the first 72 columns of each record. Not specifying

the WORDLIST parameter box will cause the list of different words to be

sent to the printer, If no decision is indicated with regard to the

listing of the data, no listing is produced.

7.5. Error Messages for LISTER

Three error messages may be printed out by LISTER.

***ERROR (LISTER 1):
NO CORE AVAILABLE.
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This message indicates that there is no core available for the list

of different words appearing in the text. If the program is being run

under MFT or NVT, request more core for the run. Otherwise, see a

consultant at the computer installation.

***ERROR (LISTER 2):
NOT ENOUGH CORE AVAILABLE TO HANDLE THIS CORPUS.

This message indicates that the text to be handled is too big for

the computer's memory. If the program is run under MFT or VT, request

more core and resubmit the job. Otherwise, break the text into smaller

segments and submit each individually.

***ERROR (LISTER 3):
UNRECOGNIZABLE PARAMETER POUND.

This message indicates that the symbolic name for one of the parameter

boxes was not "TEXT", "WORDLIST", or "LISTING", or that the name was

misspelled. Correct the error and resubmit the job.

7.6. Routines Required to Run LISTER

In BEDRES the input/output routines, GWEN and LISTER, must be

included to execute LISTER.
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8. INDEX

8.1. Pr.,:edure for executing INDEX

The following cards must be prepared for INDEX:

71

// EXEC BEDRES, TEXW(textname)',WORDNAW(wordname)'.
// SENTNAM='(sentname)'
//CONTROL DD *

**INDEX(TEXT:TEXT,C(/L:1-80) (WORDLIST:WORDLST) (SENTLIST : SENTLST)
(LISTING:decision).
/*

The parameter boxed labelled (textname), (rdordname), and (sentname)

on the // EXEC card arc handled in the same manner as they were in LISTER.

Be sure that the codewords used are unique to the dataset to be analyzed.

(See section on COPY routines.)

If the index (list of words appearing in the text and the sentence

numbers in which the words appear) is to be printed, the box symbolically

labelled LISTING should be coded so that YES replaced decision. If no

listing is desired, GO replaces decision in the box.

8.1.1. Sample Program

/*ID PS=4545,NAME=BURNETT,CODE=ANTHRO
/*SETUP UNIT=DISK,ID=DK0023
// EXEC BEDRES, TEXT='31301049W,WORDNAN='YELLOWt,
// SENTNAM='BLUE'
//CONTROL DD *

**INDEX(TEXT:TEXT,COL:1-80) (WORDLIST:WORDLST) (SENTLIST:SENTLST)
(LISTING:YES) .

/*

This sample program runs INDEX on the dataset 'J80104914', gives the

codewords unique to this dataset (yellow and blue) and asks for the data

produced by INDEX to be printed.
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8.2 Default Options for INDEX

The data are assumed to appear in the first 72 columns of each

TEXT record. Unless nthervise specified, the index produced will not

be printed. Unless otherwise specified, the list of sentence numbers

will be written out on a dummy file, i.e., a non-existant file.

8.3 Cautionary Note

Since INDEX utilizes the output from LISTER the text operated

on by both programs must be identical. For example, if a file has been

LISTERed and then EDITdd,it must be reLISTERed before the index can be

completed.

If INDEX is not presented with the identical text as that which

was used by LISTER to produce the VORDLIST required by INDEX, an error

[***ERROR (INDEX 1), ***ERROR (INDEX 2), ***ERROR (INDEX 4), or ***ERROR

(INDEX 5)] will occur.

8.4. Error Lessages for INDEX

***ERROR (rrp-v 1).

WORD NOT IN THE LIST OF DIFFEPENT rOmr.

This message indicates that some word was encountered by INDEX

but was not in the list of different words produced by LISTER. The pro-

bable cause of this error is the incorrect specification of the TEXT file.

Correctly specify the file and resubmit the job.

***ERROR (INDEX 4):

THE TOTAL FREQUENCIES OF THE DIFFEPENT FORDS IS NOT THE SAME
AS LISTER FOUND.

LISTER and INDEX both compute the total number of words in the

text being examined. If the total arrived at by INDEX is not the same as
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the total reached by LISTER, the above message is printed out. The source

of the error is probably the same as indicated for ***ERROR (LISTER 1).

See that error above for the proper remediation.

***ERROR (INDEX 5):
DID NOT FIND THE SAIIE NUMBER OF SENTENCES AS LISTER.

LISTER and INDEX both compute the total number of sentences

in the text, and INDEX checks these totals to ascertain that they are

the same. If they are not, the above message appears on the printout

and execution terminates. For the sources of the error and the appro-

priate remediation, see ***ERROR (INDEX 1).

***ERROR (INDEX 6):
THE TEXT FILE HAS NOT BEEN SPECIFIED.

This message indicates that no file name apreared in the

parameter box symbolically named TEXT. Indicate the TEXT file name

and resubmit the job.

agilt Routines Required to Execute INDEX

In HUES the Input/Output routines, MIEN and INDEX, must be

included in order to execute INDEX. The Input/OutputroutInes are

listed above. (St .Chapter 4.)
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9. UaCORD

The execution of the concordance program, CONCORD, for a given

text requires that that text first have had an INDEX generated for it

and stored for access. The generation of the index must be done by

LISTER and INDEX and the output from these programs must be stored on

some device, e.g., a tape or disk, to which CONCORD has access. Under

certain cir;:umstances, such a: when the text to be processed is small

or a permanent storage device i nct a%ailable to the user, the index

and concordance are all performed 7:al one run.

9.1. Conventions used by CONCORD

As is the case in producing an index, CONCORD defines words

as being 16 characters or less in length. Longer words are truncated

to 16 characters.

9.2. Procedure for Executing CONCORD

The following cards must be prepared for CONCORD:

// EXEC BEDRES,TEXT=1(textname)1, WORDUAM=f(wordname)',
// SENTNAR-='(sentname)'

//CONTROL DD *

**CONCORD(TEXT:T.EXT,COL:1-83) (WORDLIST:WORDLST) (SENTLIST:SENTLST)
(O11TPUT:PRIr2,CV.:2-00,79) (LENGTH:pre,fell) (REQUEST:*).

REQUEST CAn(S)-PLACED

/

The parameter boxes 16cred (tc:,tname), (wordname) and (sentname) on

the // EXEC card are handled in the cLme manner as in LISTER and INDEX.

Again, be sure that the co''ewords used are unique to the dataset to be

analyzed.
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The parameter box labelled LENGTH on the program control card refers

to the number of sentences preceeding and following the sentences lo-

cated in the concordance which are to be printed out as well. The

number preceeding replaces "pre" in the box, and the number following

replaces "foil".

dote the position of the request cards for COJCORD in the sequence above.

These cards (described in section 9.4.) follow the program control card.

9.2.1. Sample Program

/*ID PS=4545 WalE=BURNETT,CODE=ANTURO

/*SETUP UNIT=DISK,ID=DK0023

// EXEC BEDRES, TEXT='JB010491.0, WORDNA11='YELLOW'

// SENTNA='BLUEI
//CONTROL DD *
**CONCORD(TEXT:TEXT,COL:1-80) (WORDLIST:WORDLST) (SENTLIST:SENTLST)
(OUTPUT:PRINT,COL:2-80,79) (LENGTIi:6,6) (REQUEST:*).
REQUEST:LOCATE ALL SENTENCES WITH THE WORD ABLE.

/*
This sample program runs CONCORD on the dataset labelled 'JB0104914',

gives the appropri Ito codewords for that dataset, and asks that six

sentences preceding and six sentences following each concordance be

printed. For this particular example, all sentences containing the word

ABLE will be used in the concordance. It is possible, and indeed

desirable, to use more than one REQUEST card in each job run.

9.3. Default Options for CONCORD

If the REQUEST file name is not specified, requestc are assumed

to come from cards immediately following the program card. If the OUTPUT

parameter box is i'ft out, all output is sent to the printer. The

default format prints the output in columns 6 through 125 of each line.

The number of characters in each line defaults to 120. If LENGTH is
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not specified, no sentences preceding or following the target sentence

are printed.

9.4. Requests to CONCORD

Through the use of the filename specified in the REQUEST box,

the user indicates to CONCORD whexe the words and .1hrases arc that are

to be "concordanced." These words and phrases take the form of llgical

requests--words bearing a relationship to one another that can be

described in terms of the Boolean operators "and", "or", and "not". To

the user, the logical requests take the form of simple declarative

sentences which are then compiled into Boolean form by PATTI, the PATTern

Interpreting routine. The Boolean form of the request is then printed

out (so the user can ascertain that his logic was properly interpreted)

and passed on to DIANA, which Directly ANAlyzes the Boolean code pro-

ducing the concordance. The results of the direct analysis are passed

to JOSHUA, a routine which, with the help of BETH and GWEN, locates and

prints out the sentences filling the logical request specified by the user.

To interpret the Boolean form of the logical request, the user

shpuld know that "&" means "and", "f" means "or", and "7" means "not".

Sets of parentheses are used to group sets of words together.

In the event that an error is encountered in the processing

of the request, PATTI or DIANA will print out a message indicating the

error and the request is ignored. The most common error will be one of

ambiguity. Such errors are caught by DIANA which then prints out a

brief message indicating the nature of the ambiguity.
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Example of logical requests include:

REQUEST:LOCATE THE SENTENCES ITH THE FORD ABLE.

This sentence is then reported in Boolean code as

ABLE.

REQUEST:FIND THE OCCURANCES OF BOTH ABLE AND BAKER.

The Boolean code for this request is

ABLE&BAKER.

REQUEST:7IND S7NTENCES 17(:)T CONTAINING ABLE.

This logical request is represented in Boolean code as

SABLE.

Concordances can also be generated for semantic units (see the

description of semantic units in the Index chapter). The logical

request should indicate the label of the semantic unit and not the

words contained in it. Using the sample semantic unit presented in the

preceding chapter, the logical request

REOUEST: FIND THE SENTENCES WITH SU001.

would result in the printing out of all the sentences containing "UP TIGHT".

9.5. Error Eessaecs in CONCORD

In the exec7.-tion of C'ICORD zrror messages may be printed out by

two routines, CCCM and ..Tc'SHUA The error messages are as follows:

***ERROR (CONCOR)

UNRECOGNIZAnE PARME',.31: FOJN7,

This met-rage ::idi=ot.:; that a parameter box contained a symbolic

name other than thcce svcifed in the calling sequence for CONCORD.

Change ::he incorrect name and resubmit the job.
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***ERROR (CONCORD 2):

NOT ENOUGH CORE AVAILABLE.

The core (memory) requirements exceed the core available. If the

program is being executed under NVT or NFT, request more core and resubmit

the job. Otherwise, see a consultant at the c'uputer installation.

***ERROR (CONCORD 3):
THE TEXT, SENTLIST, OR VORDLIST FILE NAMES HAVE NOT BEEN
SPECIFIED.

At least one of the three file names listed in the message was not

specified in the parameter box. Specify the correct files and resubmit

the job.

** *ERROR (CiCORD 4):
THERE IS NOT ENOUGH CORE FOP ALL THE DESIRED SENTENCES.
SEE PROGRAM !THE-UP.

More core (memory) is required for execution of the program than

is available. If execution is conducted under UVT or MTT, request more

core and resubmit the job. Under other circumstances, see a consultant

at the computer installation.

***ERROR (CONCORD 5):
THERE IS IUSUFFICIENT SPACE AVAILABLE FOR THE SENTSTAR. SEE
PROGRAM "RITE -UP.

i:ore core (memory) is required for execution of the program than

is available. If execution is conducted under NVT or TIT, request more

core and resubmit the job. Under other circumstances, see a consultant

at the computer installation.

***ERROR (JOSHUA)
DESIRED SENTENCE HAS BEEN PASSED.

Make the logical request immediately preceding the error message

in £.he printout the first request in the job and resubmit.
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9.6. Routines Required for the Execution of CONCORD

BEDRES, the input/output routines, GWEN, PATTI, BACKFILL, DIANA,

JOSHUA, BETH, and CONCORD routines must be included to execute a

concordance on a text.

9.7. Terminatin Analysis of Datasets Throu h the Use of CONCORD
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W !ri the user of the BEDRES package feels that he has made full use

of the capabilities of these programs on any particular dataset, COMCORD

should be given a dummy run to remove the codewords for that dataset. As

presently conceived, the BELA:ES package standardized the analysis of any

dataset by ':tilizing unique codewords for each block of data. These

codewords are sp,2cified by the user when the data are first loaded onto

the disk. However, a record of these codewords is also kept on the disk,

creating a potential problem of filling the disk space with codewords

for data which are no longer under analysis. To prevent filling the disk

with these coerwords, the followinc form of CONCORD should be run at the

termination of data analysis of a given dataset.

// EXEC BEDRES,TEXT='textname', WORDNAN='wordname'
// SENTNAM='sentname',

WORDISP='(OLD,DELETE)',SETDISP='(OLD,DELETE)'
//CONTROL DD *

**CONCORD(TEXT:TEXT,COL:1-80) (WORDLIST:WORDLST) (SENTLIST:SENTLST)
((OUTPUT:PRINT,COL:2-80,79) (LENGTH:0,0) (REQUEST:*)
REQUEST:LOCATE AA SENTENCES WITH THE WORD ABLE.
/*

The parameter box labelled textname should contain the name of the

dataset which the use no longer wishes to analyze. The boxed labelled

wordname and sentname should contain the appropriate codewords for that

dataset. Should the user wish to analyze this dataset In the future, it will

be necessary to reload the data onto the disk from the original cards or the

back-up tape, and to specify the codewords again. Refer to the section

\ 85under COPY entitled "Loading Data Onto the Disk".
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APPENDIX A

TRANSFERRING FILES FROM DISK TO
TAPE AND TAPE TO DISK

Purpose

Most events that are associated with humans are prone to error.

Because of this fact it is useful to keep a spare or backup copy of the

data files that are created with the BEDRES package. This can be expecially

important when a large collection of data files has been created, and ac-

cidental loss of them could be very costly in human labor, time and money.

The BEDRES package is designed to work primarily with direct access

statue devices. This method of data storage is usually one of the more

expensive. To maintain a backup copy on one of these devices would, indeed,

be very expensive. A much more economical method of long-term data storage

is through the use of magnetic tapes.

Host computer manufactures supply with their machines a set of utility

programs that serve the purpose of data management. For our purposes, a

program that will create a backup copy of our direct access device on

magnetic tape would prove to be very useful in the event that an accident

did occur.

The Utility Progran

Creating the Backup Copy

The example that follows is such a utility program provided by IBM

for their operating system on the IBV System/360 computer. It involves

execution of a program called IEHDASDR. The program copies a disk (in this

example, DK0023) onto a standard label (an IBV convention) magnetic tape

(025985).
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/*ID <accounting information>,IOREQ=10000

/*SETUP UNIT=TAPE,ID=025985

/*SETUP UNIT=DISK,ID=DK0023

//DUMP EXEC PC =IEHDASDR

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//DISK DD UNIT=DISK, VOL=Si.R=DKGC23,DISP=OLD

//TAPE DD UNIT=TAPE,VOL=SER=025935,DISP=OLD,DSN=DK0023

//SYSU DD *

DUMP FRCIDD=DISK, TODD=TAPE

Restoring the Dish

This program then serves to move the contents of the disk onto

magnetic tape for future use as a backup copy should it ever be needed .g., if the

if the disk were broken).

If something does happen to our storage devl.ce then the following

program will restore the disk to the same condition that it was when the

backup copy was last created.

/*ID <accounting information>,10REQ=10000

/*SETUP UNIT=TAPE,ID=025985

PSETUP UNIT=DISK,ID=DK0023

//RESTORE E; EC PCM=IEHDASDR

//SYSPRINT OD SYSOUT=A

//DISK DD UNIT=DISK,VOL=SER=Dr.0023,DISP=OLD

//TAPE DD U::IT=TAPE,VOL=SER=025935,DISP=OLD,DSN=DK0023

//SYSIN DD *

/*

RESTORE FROMDD=TAPE TODD=DISK
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Before restorinc a direct access device to the condition Chet it

was last in it is important to take into consideration how much the data-

sets on the device have been altered since the dump program was last run,

and how much was accidentally destroyed. Obviously any datasets that were

changed or added since the last creation of the backup copy will need to

be redone if the RESTORE tape is used.

If a large amount of dataset manipulation has occurred since the

creation of the backup tape and it becomes necessary to restore the dish It

might be useful to copy any of the newly created datasets onto some temporary

storage device, restore the disk, then copy the newly created datasets back

onto the disk, and finally replace the datasets that were destroyed, if any.

It would be greatly desirable to run the DUMP program whenever a

significant number of changes have been made to the storage device such

that rerunning these changes would be very costly in time and money. The

ten statement DUMP program is easily run on the computer without any fear of

destroying anything on the disk storage device.
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APPENDIX B

SAMPLE OF USE OF 3EDRES

Concatenation of data files

The following is a brief summary of one of our uses of the BEDRES

programs.

After a sizable number of notes from the interviews had been key-

punched from various interviewers, it was desirable to enter them onto

the disk before they had a chance to become -iisplaced or confused with

other notes. As the project cane to a close, a huge amount of data had

been collected and placed on the disk. The data had been entered on the

disk in no particular order, other than by placing the data into a file

coded by the none of the interviewer.

:any of the interviews involved follow-up interviews, so it was

decided to rearrange the data in each interviewer's file so that it

would be in chronological order. :his gave an order to our huge col-

lection of data that would facilitate ethnographic analysis and interpreta-

tions.

This process involved five steps:

1. Look up the date of each interview and the sentences

numbers that it included. Do this for all of the data

collected by each interviewer from a listing of that inter-

viewer's files.

2. Arrange the interviews by informant and then arrange both

interviews and fieldnotes in order by data.

3. Use the EDIT program to rearrange the interviews and field-

notes by placing then in chronological order in a newly

created file.
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4. !'hen finished with rearranging the data, use the LISTER

program to obtain a listing of the newly ordered inter-

views and check for any errors.

5. Delete the old files if they are no longer needed for

any other reason.

It should be noted that this process 47an be used for putting

the files in any kind of order. Thus, if a case study was made in a

particular area, or on certain people, the files might be ordered to

reflect the nature of the study. After creation of the new files,

INDEX and CONCORD can be used, if desired.
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APPENDIX C

OBTAINING STORED FILENAMES AND CATALOGING

Obtaining Data Filenames Stored on Disk or Tape

After the BEDRES user has placed a considerable amount of data on

either the disk and/or back-up tape, it may be useful to obtain a listing

of all datasets found on these storage devices. This is accomplished by

obtaining a list of all datasets (by filename) which the user has placed

upon the disk or tape. Such a listing is made available by calling for

a copy of the Volume Table of Contents (VTOC) found on the disk:

/*INaccounting information>,Lines=20000,

/*IOREQ=5000,TIME=4
// SETUP,UNIT=DISK,ID=DK0023

// EXEC LISTDISK
//DD1 DD UNIT=2314,VOL=SER=DK0023,DISP=OLD
J /SYSIN DD *

/*

Should the user wish to obtain the VTOC for the back-up tape, the

data is simply switched from tape to disk (as outlined in Ap.B) and the

above program run.

Catolog Procedure for BEDRES

The speed, simplicity, and effectiveness of the BEDRES programs also

depend upon the CAtolog Procedure, since in its simplest form, the Catalog

Procedure serves the function of settirv; up the BEDRES package on the

computer in usable form wire/it special instructions from the user.

Should the catalog pxoccdure be improperly altered or destroyed, the user

of BEDRES would be required to find professional assistance in running

the BEDRES programs. For this reason, the user of BEDRES is urged not

to make changes in the catalog procedure listed below unless major revi-

sions in the labeling or operation of the BEDRES programs are desired.
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// PPOC TEXT=1TRIP',UORDISP='SHR',TEXTDSP='SHR',SETDISPIOSHR',

/1 SENTNAH=OSENTNAll',WORDNATI=7ORDNAW

// EXEC PGM=BEDRES,REGION=348K

//STEPLIB DD UNIT=DISK,VOL=SER=DK0023,DSN=LSES.P2103.BEDRES,DISP=SHR

//PRINT DD SYSOUT=A,DCB=(LRECL=133,RECEV=FA)

//TEXT DD DSN=&TEXT,UNIT=DISK,VOL=SEP=DK0023,DISP=&TEXTDSP,

// SPACE=(TRK,(4,4)),

// DCB=(LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=800,RECFM=PR)

//UORDLSTDDDSN=&VORDNAr,UNIT=DISK,VOL=SEH=DK0023,DISP=EMORDISP,

// SPACE=(TRK,(4,4)),

// DCB=(LRECL=24,BLKSIZE=240,RECFH=FB)-,---

//SENTLST DD DSN=&SENTNAr,UNIT=DISK,VOL=SEP=DK0023,DISP=&SETDISP,

// SPACE=(TRK,(4,4)),

// DCB=(LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=800,RECET=PR)

//INPUT DD DDNAI1E=CONTROL

//CARP DD DDNAII=CARDS

//CHANGE DD DENAME=CHANGES
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T!rL rlossary is desie.ned for the naive user and assumes
no Prior bnowledge of cor'nuters in reneral and specifically,
System/360. ConsenuentlY, many of the definitions, lack the technical
riror renuired by nerson.7 familiar with cornutinr machinerv.

.'ncher "or0

In a DrI1,Y chanfw snecifl:Id for the EDIT nro-ram, any word
not modified but is used to indicate the position

of the ord (s) to be modified is an anchor word.

Assemble

The nrocedure by 1,hich a source nro7ram is "translated" into
code ich can be executed. 'ee source program and object
module below.

Assembler Lary.7nar,?

The machine oriented lnn-url-e for Svctem/360 in which the
DED7ES Pac!la,-o nrof,,rar: are written.

Auxiliary Storive

Any device w'ich car be ww2.1. to store information but is not
an integral nart of no ce muter. Such devices must be
mounted on the c' .-cuter before t!';'v can be utilized.

BUSIZE
records are often crrouned to7ether into blocks. In the Data
Control ,loc's (9C,), indicates te number of bytes

in such a bio6-.

;oolean Operator

In the nroduction of concordances, the user's reauests
are translated into 3ooloan state: ents. The relationshi.:s
between the words renuested are runrunted h' the operators
and (,F), or (1), and not (-;)--C.o oolean operators.

./Yte

The unit of core (meor,) renuired to re' resent one character.

Card Column (cc)
An I card i.. Jivide0 into '10 vertical columns in w' ich
characters may nunCled at a rate or one c::,racter nor column.
The character nunched is usually -)rinted out at the head of
the column. Each column is called a card column and is
identified by a numl)er indicatin- its position on Ce card.
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Carriage Control

than records are sent to the nrinter, i.e., wben records
are to be nrinted out, the first character of each record
is used to indicate whether the nrinted lines are to be
single, double, or trinle snaced. The first character of
each record is said to snecify carriage control.

Concordance
A listing of all the sentences containing, a word or
constellation of ,orc1 c. snecified by the user. The List-
ing may include a ce ain number of sentences preceding
and follo-in' each s _h sentence.

Control Card

Any card specifying to the comnuter's onerating system
which job stens (e.g., assemble, link edit, or execute)
are to be nerformed, or defiaing a file to be used a
snecified job sten.

Convention
An arbitrary definition or nrocedure snecified for some
purnose. An example in the BEDPES Package is the defini-
tion of a sentence as any string of characters terminated
by a neriod and the end of a line or a neriod and at least
one blank snace.

Core
The mart of a connuter in inforwtion is stored. The
information may be data or instructione..

Data Control ';loci: (DC;)

The nortion of a file defining, control card -rich provides
information regarding data is stored on that file. The
DC;; snocifies the length of each record (LRECL), the

number of bytes in each bloc?: (BLIZE), and the format of
the records (" ECr-).

Data Definition (DD)
A time of control card defining a file for a given job step.
The :!)D card descrlies the files to ele oneratin^ system.

Data set
A set of records 17::icl is stores: on a device rush as a disk,
tane, or des:. of cards.

DD name

The name used on the nrogram control card and the DD card to
identify a data set used in the execution of a nackage program,

Default Option
If certain narameter boxe- are rnt snecified when a BEDRES
nae.age Program is to be executed, the nrogram assumes *,oat
Particular files or options are to be used. These files or
options are the default ontions. See the nrogram chanters in
this manual for a descrintion of the default ontions for each
nrogram. 94



Direct Access Device

Any auxiliary storage device which alloys the user to access
information at any location on the device without havinr, to
start at the berinninf',.

Disk
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A group of metalic disks with ma^netic surfaces on which information
can be stored.

DISP
on a data definition card, DISPosition indicates what is to be
done with the data set defined in file represented by the DD
card. The disposition indicates i'Lether the data set is old,
new or to be modified, and whethel IL should be retained (kept)
or deleted.

DSZWE
The name of a data set. The DSNA:E is snecified on the data
definition card.

Execute

Execute refers to the job Stet) in which the task for which
a given LETTS Package nrogram wps designed is actually accomplished.

EXPLETIVE
Any of a set of Tords often used because of and to describe an
unsuccessful run on the comnuter. These words include ****, ****,
and ****.

Extended Binary Coded Decimal Interchan^e Code (EBCDIC)
The name of the pattern of nunches used to represent characters
on cards for the I3:1 rys:er/360.

File
A data set defined for use in some sob step.

Format
An indication of where on a record information can be read or
written.

GIGO
Carbar,e In (arbage Out. 7.efers to why nothinf, meaningful

resulted from the nrocessin- of sore data.

C46

The execution jo'., sten.

lard Conv
In- cards or printout.
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I!3 il Card

A sneciallv cut and nrinted card nade of heavy stocl: uhich
can be nunched on a 1:eynunch and read by a card reader.

Index
A listini; o' the ,T1rds anneorn,' in a set of data and the
numters of the sentences in which each annears.

Input/Output (I/0)

Refers to the ,Nrocedures fo:- (*ettinc-, information into and out
of the connuter.

Job

A task to be performed by the connuter.
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Job Preparation
The nrenaration of a job is the collection and organization

of control cards, pro,--ram cards, an,1 data as a prelude to sub-
mittitr, the job to the connuter to be executed.

Job Step
Each step in the execution or a tasl. is called a job sten.
GO is an examnlc of a ic0) sten.

Keypunch
A machine used to nunch Tr- cards. :alvnunch may also refer to
the act of nunchin:, cards.

Link Edit
The job step in which object modules are organized nrenaratory
to their execution.

Load nodule
A set of object modules that have been nrocessed by the linkage
editor and are reach, to be execute!.

Logical necord Len[,til (LRECL)

The number of b,,tes character-:) in a record. LRECL is
snecified in the data control blocl: on a data definition card.

Logical .2eouest

A re^uest to th, CO:C(F-;) nro^rar, indicatin- wl'ich word(s) is
(,re) to be "concord,:,cedi.

::emory

See Core.

nFT
nultiple ri::ed :asL (:7T) is an oneratin:.,, syster' under which

several jobs can be processed simultaneously by the connuter.
Under :TT, core is divided into n..,rtitions of fixed size and the
Jser requests a onrtition large enougk to handle hi:-: job.
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:ultiple Variable Tasi. (-IT) is an one-atinp syster under which
several jobs can be nrocessed simultaneously by the computer.
Under :T, the user snecifies ho much core his joh requires and
that much core is allocated for him,

ilCAL

':CAL is a narameter for the liak editinp stet indicatin thnt
nrcrrams may l e mentioned it obiect modules TIlich do not
aoneor in Ch: joh being' link edited. If CAL is not soecified
in a :;ED= Packape ot-, the run Ni- terminte Prematurely.

Object Dec!:

An ooject module Punched on c.:cds.

Object -odule
'Then a source nrorran assemble.1, the "translated" version of
the nrornm is referred to an nr object module. The object module
is the vernio.-. of the nro-ram v.ick in ectually executed.

Oneratinp System

The oneratine Jester is tho proprammin" monitors and controls
the comnuter's functioning'. The user shoult: sec a consultant
at his connuter installation for information repardinP the
oneratinp, system under hi.`: nrorrams will onerate.

Pararaoh
:;EDP.!:S "ac! :- c convention defi.los n -,ra-xaph as a strin of
character-; the first five c rxacterf, of vkich are blank.

Parameter Box

A parameter bo:: is a nair or left and riht oarentheses con-
taininr inforrintion to be nas,:ed to one or Ce -.T.DRLS packne
nro,rams.

Printer

The outnut device v:AcL nroduces the orintout. Occasionally,
nrinter refers to the file vhich Fill be orinted out; the file
,hic in scnt to the Printer.

Printout

Printed outnot from the enrol:ter.

Pro"rar.

A nr.r instructi. =.111 7;orfor,,o br the computer.

Pro^ram Control Card
A Proram control enrd is on. irOicaten to nmmr.:s which of
the nockage nroprams in to b.; e;:ecuted. Ti v: card bec:ins with tiro
stars (fr:.0 i" cc 1-2 ant ti.: "irst foor e:leracters of the nrorram's
name in cc ';-6, rollolin^ the -ro-ram name are the parameter boxes
described is tk oropmo's chinter in tki. manual. The program
card is terminate° by :'
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Punch

As a verb, nunch refers to the act of keynunchin^ of the Pro-
duction of nunched cards by the comnuter, as in the case of the
object leek. f,s a noun, it refers to the outnut device on the
comnuter hich roduces cards or the kevnunch.

Read
The Procedure by etc cornuter examines records Picking
un the information they contain.

REM'
:'.efers to PECord ror'!at. RECF:' is a narameteron the data

definition card indicating the manner in which the file',~ records
'are organized. ' " indicates that the format is constant for all
records, ":;" indicates that records are blocked, and "e indicates
that the first character of eacl: record is to be used as carriage
control.

Record
L record 31:; a stria,- of contiguous characters, usually of some
specified length. Line is :1 svnonyr for record.

Record Length
The number of bytes ( characters) in a record.

noutine
Synonvn for nropran.

Semantic Unit

A semantic unit is a group of un to ten contiguous cords without
intervening Punctuation marks defined 1..v the user as being of
special interest.

Sentence

BEDRES Package convention defines a sentence as being a string of
characters terminated by a period, question mark, or exclamation
Point and the end of the line or at least one blank.

sr:
SEnial number refers to the identification numler of some device
such as a disk.

... Source Listin;

The cornuter nroduces a nriatout indicating the location of a
source nrogram's instructions in core durirr the process of
assemblinc, the source nrograr. This nrintout is called a source
listing.

Source Program
A source nrogram is a nro-ram before it has been assembled.
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Stacking

Stacking is the running, of several programs from the same job

deck. It is accomplished b,T snecifying, the program cards for

each program in the job deck in the order in which the nrograms
are to be executed.

Stylistic Analysis
As defined by the :-;EDRES Pacl,age, st,Tlistic analysis is the

examination of some set of ulta using the sentence structure,
nhrase, and word choice Jonsiderations described in the chapter

on Son of 'T0-:SP..

Tape
A magnetic tane, not unlike those used on tape recorders, on
T'hich information can be stored.

TOLO4
A small tolll on route 45 south of Champaign.

Truncate
Certain of the BEDPES Package orograms define words as being no

longer than 16 characters. Only the first 16 characters of words
17 characters and longer are used by such programs. Such cords

are said to be truncated to 16 characters. For example, the cord

X:TIDIS7TA:LISE=TARIMIS uould be truncated to ADTIDISESTABLISH.

Any device such a' a tane or dish.

Unit Pecord Device
Any device which handles "hard cone; unit record devices include
card readers, card Punches, and nrinters.

VOL
VOLume is synonymous vith device and refers to a tape, disk, etc.

Uheelbarrou
A unit of measure of data. A wheelbarrow corresponds roughly to

"an awful lot".

"rite
The nrocedurP b" cor,uter nuts records on some device.
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